
Remote alarm/remote enquiry for aquariums, ponds and much
more

Information for all iks aquastar owners:
This SMS Controller, than can be connected to the iks aquastar and iks aquastar midi systems,
enables readings such as pH, °C, mV, O2, mS, µS, mbar and fill-level to be sent worldwide by SMS
(text message) to a mobile telephone or fax machine (currently in Germany only). If a reading exceeds
the thresholds (alarm threshold reached), a power cut occurs or a system fault arise, the module
automatically sends an SMS. 
In other words: 
You receive timely* notification enabling you to avoid more extensive damage! Even a single alarm
message more than amortises the cost of purchasing the system.
Remote enquiry is possible, too. Simply call the appropriate number with your mobile phone. You will
subsequently be sent an SMS showing the current water readings.
Practical: 
This module comprises both an electrically separated PC interface and a connection port for an
external display panel (substitutes y-lead for PC interface). 

Information for all aquastar and non-aquastar owners:
Any alarm sensors, such as water, fire, gas indicator, flow monitors, motion detectors, alarm systems
etc., can be monitored with this controller via four freely configurable inputs (maker, breaker). This
makes this system and its multitude of applications also useful for those who do not (yet) own an iks
aquastar system.

Simple configuration of the SMS Controller:
The desired settings can be made in the easiest imaginable way using the supplied PC program. This
is where you dictate to whom, how, why and how long notification is to be sent. You can set up to 30
entries in the process. A PC, however, is only required for configuration and not for normal operation. If
you don't own a PC yourself, you are sure to have a friend or specialist dealer willing to help. But if all
else fails, we will be glad to perform the configuration process for you at a charge of €25.

Who? (telephone number) This is where you enter the mobile phone number of the people you want
to be notified, e.g. your own, your partner's, and maybe your local dealer's.
How? (SMS text message) You have the option of sending a message in the form of an SMS (Short
Message Service) or a fax. 
Why? (cause) Here you enter the reason for the transmission, e.g. alarm threshold reached (28°C), a
daily message, power cut, water sensor etc.
How long? (time/interval) You can stipulate after what period of time a message (with a confirmation
of receipt) is re-sent. If you use the receipt-confirmation option, the message will not be re-sent after
receipt has been confirmed.

*We have no influence on possible delays caused by the mobile telephone service provider.
Effortlessly, worldwide



What else you need!
In addition to the SMS Controller (item no. 1015), the only other item you require is a suitable Siemens
mobile phone (e.g. Siemens S25, S35, C35) with a valid SIM card and the appropriate data lead. As an
alternative to a simple data lead, however, we recommend the iks Data/Charge Box (item no. 1016).
This box has a connecting lead for the mobile phone, a data lead for connection to the SMS Controller
and a port for connecting the mobile phone charger. Only with this original iks Data/Charge Box is your
mobile phone operational for the SMS Controller while its battery is being charged. Sending a message
during a power cut does not work either when using some makes of standard data leads!  
If you do not yet own a suitable mobile phone, you can order a complete GSM set from iks. This set
comprises a suitable mobile phone, an iks Data/Charge Box and a variety of connecting leads. 

Special-offer GSM set including 1200 free SMS messages (only in Germany)!
When you take out a SIM card contract with iks (connection fee €24.95) for a term of 2 years and a
monthly standing charge of €9.95 (no minimum!), you receive from us a second-hand mobile phone
incl. a Data/Charge Box and 1200 free SMS messages worth €228.00 (24 months x 50 SMS
messages). Contract application forms are included with every SMS module. We can also send you a
form by post. Just send us an e-mail asking for one. 
Your local pet shop will be glad to help you fill out the form.
Prices, tariffs and modes of delivery are subject to change without prior notice!
Concluding a SIM card contract may incur further costs.

This is how a message could appear on your mobile
phone!

Impossible is unthinkable.


